PLAY
Street Therapy
The Biggest Game in Town!

™

PLAY
Corporate Health Dynamics
Street Therapy
The Power of PLAY!
My name is Oliver Rhodes and I am a Certified CHD Playologist from Corporate Health
Dynamics University (CHDU). I teach people, from all walks of life, how to play God using
the power of God housed within the CHD model.
The CHD model is a representation of the human body and its dynamics and houses the
power that we human beings all use to put “The Game” – CHD Street Therapy – into play
each and every day. In order to tap into that power, we have to play The Game in God’s
name while striving to get others to do the same. In this game of play, only God’s influence
is therapeutic. Street influence leave our spiritual bodies diluted, polluted and convoluted.
I have been playing God for more than 40 years as a PLAY Revolution for advancing the
evolution of human potential in every aspect of our lives. As a result of this Power of PLAY
game plan, I have achieved the following play revelations:
•
•
•
•
•
•

I have re-created a whole new world right here on earth.
I have restored our spiritual selves (that part of us which is God) to wholeness and
one with God.
I have created a heaven on earth.
I have eliminated every disease known to science.
I have isolated the coronavirus.
I have developed a self-sufficient system of economic freedom and social justice for
every human being on the planet.

In order to change the world for the betterment of all human beings, we just need to get
others to follow our lead. Playing CHD Street Therapy in God’s name in every play
performance imaginable is how we honor and give glory to God.
Our world has seen better days as evident by a worldwide collapse of our spiritual selves
out here on the streets. This game plan, which is also a business plan, serves as a source for
fun that leads to a force of one with God, all through the Power of PLAY.
Playfully yours,

Oliver Rhodes, M.S., Certified CHD Playologist
President of Corporate Health Dynamics University
Oliver Rhodes, M.S., Certified Playologist, President of Corporate Health Dynamics University • San Diego, CA
Tel: 619-987-0559 • E-mail: oliver@streetherapy.com • www.streetherapy.com • CHD © 2020
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Corporate Health Dynamics
Street Therapy
PLAY and Earn Pay – Game Plan
Welcome prospective team player and thank you for taking the opportunity to consider
capitalizing on getting your game on. As a Corporate Health Dynamics (CHD) team player, you
will play a part of the ultimate expression of human performance – the Power of Play.
The Power of Play was designed as a source for “fun” that leads to a force of one for
empowering anyone, or any organization, to learn how to really live a Passionate Life of
Adventure and Youthfulness™ (PLAY), playing the biggest game in town, hands-down. That
game is CHD Street Therapy, and it represents how everything in life is played out.
The objective of this game is for us to get the “Therapy” and experience the clarity in spiritual
health, healing and prosperity. What this proposition suggests is that our life, business, health
and happiness will gain added value to the tune of unlimited wealth, perfect health and the recreation of our spiritual self.
To get started requires three initial Power of Play moves:
1. Get the CHD “T” and play along with me (The CHD “T” encompasses the entire game
plan of life and serves as a source for fun that leads to a force of one with God).
2. Find your passion, which is the source of your power, and put that power into PLAY
(your passion is what you enjoy doing most of the time, if not all of the time).
3. Get the “Therapy” and experience the clarity (Therapy is an everyday measure of unadult-erated pleasure, and this pleasure makes Therapy your joystick).
Finally, invest in the best (the power of God), play at your best, and then share this quest with
all of the rest – everyone you meet out here on the Streets. The game plan involves a revolving
totally risk-free investment called Team Players’ Monthly Investment Fee (TIF) of $220.00.
Our TIF revolves around the power of God, creating a Team Players’ Account Payout (TAP).
Our TAP is $160.00 that comes from each new team players’ TIF every month to offset our
initial TIF, and the monthly TIFs that follow. The remaining $60.00 goes into your T–Shirt and
Administrative Fee (TAF) account, to provide CHD T’s for prospective team players and to
carry on the game plan tradition. Due to the Fun-ology of Playology and the incredible
returns on a risk-free venture, new team players worldwide will want to follow our lead.
To see how the TIF, TAP, and TAF accounts all fall into play to create an “equal distribution” of
wealth, please review the “Circles of Power” pages and the “PLAY – A Perfect Correlation to
Earn Pay” chart in this proposal. These powerful pages lead to our success in becoming well
on our way to happiness at its best, when we play “The Game” in God’s name.

Oliver Rhodes, M.S., Certified Playologist, President of Corporate Health Dynamics University • San Diego, CA
Tel: 619-987-0559 • E-mail: oliver@streetherapy.com • www.streetherapy.com • CHD © 2016
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Corporate Health Dynamics Street Therapy
“Circles of Power” Untapped
Although all human beings possess a portion of God’s power (POG), we are not
using our power to its full advantage. Unfortunately, world populations
are being influenced by Big Business junkies to budget
our monthly investments to favor their cause, with
no concerns of making any considerable
Gas and
returns on our investments.
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Prospect

Night
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Vision
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Typically, our monthly investments
go out month after month where the rich get
richer and the poor get poorer. However, investing
Food and
Dental
Drink
in the power of God, we can pool our resources where
we “play” on growing our funds instead of blowing our funds.
Oliver Rhodes, M.S., C.H.D. Playologist, Leadership Dynamics Specialist, Speaker, Author • San Diego, CA
Tel: 619-987-0559 • Fax: 619-795-3188 • E-mail: oliver@streetherapy.com • www.streetherapy.com
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Corporate Health Dynamics Street Therapy
“Circles of Power” Tapped
Every team player possesses a circle of power representing an equal
distribution of wealth. The more we play, the more we earn pay!
The large circle in the center is a blowup of each of
the smaller circles where our monthly
investments all revolve around
the power of God
Sponsor

TIF
TAP
TAF

$220 $160

$60

POG

$60 $160 $220

TAF
TAP
TIF
Prospect

Play and Pay it Forward
One monthly TIF returns unlimited
monthly TIFs. Fun sharing is at its best when
we play God at our best. Share the fun with all you
meet out here on the streets. Enjoy this game in God’s name!
Oliver Rhodes, M.S., C.H.D. Playologist, Leadership Dynamics Specialist, Speaker, Author • San Diego, CA
Tel: 619-987-0559 • Fax: 619-795-3188 • E-mail: oliver@streetherapy.com • www.streetherapy.com
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Corporate Health Dynamics Street Therapy
“Circles of Power” – Collaboration
Every time we sponsor a new team player within our Circle of Power, the
return on our monthly investment of $220 is 100% times the number
of team players that we sponsor. For example, when we sponsor
three new team players within our Circle of Power, that’s
300% times our monthly investment of $220
that we would receive every
month for life!
Sponsor

TIF
TAP
TAF

$220 $160

$60

POG

$60 $160 $220

TAF
TAP
TIF
Prospect

As the number of team players
that we sponsor within our Circle of
Power increases, say by 16, our monthly
investment of $220 decreases proportionately. The
payout for both are: 300% x $220 = $660 less $220 = $440
and 1600% x $220 = 3520 less $220 = $3300 players’ monthly payout.
Monthly Investment of $220: Fixed > Percentage Rate/Payout: Unlimited!
Oliver Rhodes, M.S., C.H.D. Playologist, Leadership Dynamics Specialist, Speaker, Author • San Diego, CA
Tel: 619-987-0559 • Fax: 619-795-3188 • E-mail: oliver@streetherapy.com • www.streetherapy.com
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Corporate Health Dynamics Street Therapy
Game Plan Target Objective:
“Sponsorship"

Sponsoring team players within your “Circle of Power” as they
sponsor others within their “Circle of Power” into Infinity
TIF
TAP
TAF

$220

$160

$60

POG

$60

$160

$220

TAF

TAP
TIF

A Game Plan that is Easy as One, Two, Three!
Target Objective Legend:
TIF = Team Players’ Monthly Investment Fee
TAP = Team Players’ Account Payout
TAF = CHD T–Shirts and Administrative Fee

Oliver Rhodes, M.S., Certified Playologist, San Diego, CA, Tel: 619.987.0559, CHD © 2017
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Corporate Health Dynamics
Street Therapy
Game Plan at a Glance
PLAY – A Perfect Correlation to Earn Pay
5
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$220.00

$440.00

$660.00

$880.00

$1100.00

Earn Pay the More You PLAY
The most proficient approach to take in mastering the "PLAY and Earn Pay" game plan is to
make it a collaborative endeavor, and to play it in high enough numbers in order to make it a
game changer for all team players to prosper. This game represents “fun-sharing” and serves
as an incredible vein to stake our claim as lifetime team players with the Worldwide
Institution Centered on Playology – Corporate Health Dynamics University (CHDU).
There is power in numbers. Since statistical power represents a population with controlling
influence that equals or exceeds 80% over and above one, two or a few individuals in
positions of authority, except for the power of God, we are always going to be motivated to
attract others who aspire to acquire a “Circle of Power” for achieving financial freedom.
As a Certified CHD Playologist, you will become a part of a Worldwide Institution of economic
freedom and social justice while earning sustainable income that evolves into a self-sufficient
system that is specialized, organized and synchronized – CHDU. Again, take a stand and
support this plan. Become a part of the CHDU Institution by joining the PLAY Revolution.
Let’s make our world resourceful and ample, by playing this game and setting the example.
This game stands as a winning plan when played as passionately and vigorously as we can.
The income and fun that each and every one of us generates will be determined by how well
we each participate. Sign on to get your game on by using the contact information below.

Oliver Rhodes, M.S., Certified Playologist, President of Corporate Health Dynamics University • San Diego, CA
Tel: 619-987-0559 • E-mail: oliver@streetherapy.com • www.streetherapy.com • CHD © 2016
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Corporate Health Dynamics (CHD)
Street Therapy
“PLAY and PAY it Forward” Game Plan
Simple as: 1. 2. 3. & A. B. C.
1. Open an account with any monetary transfer system that allows you to securely
send “one” monthly TIF to the one team player who sponsored you. In this case that
would be me at: oliver@streetherapy.com. In order for you to securely receive
“unlimited” monthly TIFs from team players whom you sponsor, you want to make
sure that they use your preferred address on the receiving end.
2. When you sponsor new team players, you will take their monthly TIFs of $220.00
and deposit that amount into your TAP account. Your TAP is $160.00. The remaining
$60.00 should be set aside in the TAF account for CHD administrative purposes.
3. Lastly, PAY Forward your monthly TIF to your sponsor’s TAP account when due. All
team players should realize that the PLAY and PAY it Forward game plan is an
investment in the greatest discovery of all time – the power of God. This power is
all-inclusive giving us the passion and tenacity to inspire others to follow our lead.

&
A. The beauty and the creativity of the PLAY and PAY it Forward game plan makes any
monetary system (e.g., PayPal sent as friend or family) ideal for our purpose. This is
because our transactions are relatively small, i.e. always set at $220.00 TIFs. That’s
it! Since we are spiritually based, filing income tax returns will not be required, ever!
B. The monetary system that you choose should provide, along with the amount
section, date of transaction, memo, and ideally, a repeat payment option. Therefore,
we will have the luxury of automatic TIF transactions. The PLAY and PAY it Forward
game plan makes it possible for all team players to receive unlimited TIFs at the
wide end of the PAY spectrum while only needing to send one TIF at the narrow end
of the PAY spectrum. The remaining $60.00 that you transfer to your TAF account
will be used by you for your administrative purposes (e.g. CHD handouts, business
cards, and for CHD “T” Shirts for prospective team players).
C. The CHD Street Therapy PLAY and PAY it Forward game plan was designed on the
honor system to ensure that everyone has total autonomy in his or her PLAY
earnings. Please verify that your sponsor’s PAY information is accurate.
This PAY revolution serves as the simple solution to end world poverty and struggle
leading to a new era of economic freedom, social justice and prosperity for all.
Oliver Rhodes, M.S., Certified Playologist, President of Corporate Health Dynamics University • San Diego, CA
Tel: 619-987-0559 • E-mail: oliver@streetherapy.com • www.streetherapy.com • CHD © 2019
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Corporate Health Dynamics University
CHD Playologist Certification

A CHD Playologist Certification is an Advanced Degree in Playology and is awarded to Oliver Rhodes

with all the rights, honors and privileges deemed appropriate to hold the title of a CHD Degree –

a God Inspired, Scientific Methodology (Game Plan) – this 5th Day of June, 2007.

A CHD Degree in Playology recognizes the recipient as a Master of Inner Wisdom who demonstrates

proficiency in the re-creation application of CHD Street Therapy – the biggest game

in town, hands down, all through the Power of Play.

A CHD Playologist lives and teaches others how to live a Passionate Life

of Adventure and Youthfulness™ (PLAY). Thus, The Game Plan that you teach will

Recipient

serve as a source for fun that leads to a force of one, with God, for advancing the evolution of
human potential in every aspect of our lives.

God Almighty
Certifying Official

Corporate Health Dynamics © Copyright 2007

Corporate Health Dynamics University
CHD Playologist Certification

A CHD Playologist Certification is an Advanced Degree in Playology and is awarded to:

with all the rights, honors and privileges deemed appropriate to hold the title of a

CHD Degree – a God Inspired, Scientific Methodology (Game Plan) – date:

A CHD Degree in Playology recognizes the recipient as a Master of Inner Wisdom who demonstrates

proficiency in the re-creation application of CHD Street Therapy – the biggest game

in town, hands down, all through the Power of Play.

A CHD Playologist lives and teaches others how to live a Passionate Life

of Adventure and Youthfulness™ (PLAY). Thus, The Game Plan that you teach will

Recipient

serve as a source for fun that leads to a force of one, with God, for advancing the evolution of
human potential in every aspect of our lives.

God Almighty
Certifying Official

Corporate Health Dynamics © Copyright 2007

PLAY
Corporate Health Dynamics
Street Therapy
An Official Proclamation
From the President of Corporate Health Dynamics University (CHDU) –
A Worldwide Institution Centered on Playology
Playology is a God inspirited, scientific methodology, fully operational with implications for
universal application. CHDU – featuring Corporate Health Dynamics (CHD) Street Therapy
– was designed as a game plan to restore our spiritual selves to wholeness. This objective
can only be achieved by using the power of God housed within the CHD model.
Unfortunately, we are not taking care of the business at hand, and herein lies the problem
that has plagued CHDU since the start of the alleged Coronavirus-19. This alleged pandemic
is what initiated the wearing of facial coverings, social distancing and the administration of
vaccines with uncertain side-effects. Since we, at CHDU, have restored our spiritual selves
to wholeness and one with God, the wearing of face masks are not required ever.
Due to the unethical, illegal and criminal actions of the scientific community not
acknowledging CHDU’s God-inspired scientific we-search, plus violating our God-given
rights to conduct our essential business according the CHD model, I formally present civil
and criminal charges against the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), Health
and Human Services Agency (HHSA), the U. S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the
media, the scientific community and world governments of the following:
•
•

Fraudulent misrepresentation of our business model (CHD) and we-search design –
the CHD Street Therapy game plan. The CHD model is certified, registered and
copyrighted. The CHD model represents the human body and its dynamics.
Copyright violation and defamation of business model (CHD) and we-search design
– the CHD Street Therapy game plan – an exact science that always results in a
perfect correlation with God, in every play performance imaginable.

We at CHDU have achieved milestones and unprecedented accomplishments using the CHD
model. Inasmuch, no other scientific research has achieved or discovered the existence of
God common to every living thing on the planet. Therefore, we at CHDU, wish to share
these accomplishments (which the conventional scientific community refuses to
acknowledge), with “We the People” of the world (see attached “The Power of Play”).
If you are wearing a mask, social distancing, or allowing any of the above institutions
described in this Official Proclamation to administer vaccines on your person, it is highly
probable that you will fall ill due to suffocation from the wearing of face coverings. Further,
you will suffer dangerous and uncertain side-effects from a questionable vaccine.
Oliver Rhodes, M.S., Certified Playologist, President of Corporate Health Dynamics University • San Diego, CA
Tel: 619-987-0559 • E-mail: oliver@streetherapy.com • www.streetherapy.com • CHD © 2021
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As a Certified CHD Playologist and President of CHDU, I can emphatically and unequivocally
state that we are a God inspired, scientific methodology we-search center based on
spiritual values, honorable intentions and moral principles that do not infringe on the
rights, beliefs and privileges of others.
Since everything that we do is therapeutic, we welcome anyone or any institution to prove
otherwise. However, they must first acknowledge our God-inspired we-search design. Our
we-search model is designed for advancing the evolution of human potential in every aspect
of our lives. It fills the gap that conventional science and technologies have failed to tap.
CHDU is the only institution that has filled that gap and that gap can only be tapped by
playing The Game – CHD Street Therapy – in God’s name while striving to inspire others to
do the same. The very foundation of our we-search represents the power of God housed
within the CHD model, all-inclusive and always provides for the “common good.”
Since world governments have failed to uphold their sworn pledge of allegiance to protect
and provide for the “common good” of the people (representing the CHD model), we will
formally and purposefully govern our spiritual selves (that part of us which is God) from
the date of this Official Proclamation forward (see attached “Game Plan to Restore our
Spiritual Sovereignty”).
We, here at CHDU, do not call on traditional government officials to serve us justice, we are
calling on “we the people” of the “Real World Order” to form a more perfect union and
share a worthy ideal, and that ideal is the power of God, housed within the CHD model, all
through the Power of Play.
Playfully and spiritually yours,

Oliver Rhodes, M.S., Certified CHD Playologist
President of Corporate Health Dynamics University (CHDU)

Oliver Rhodes, M.S., Certified Playologist, President of Corporate Health Dynamics University • San Diego, CA
Tel: 619-987-0559 • E-mail: oliver@streetherapy.com • www.streetherapy.com • CHD © 2021
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PLAY
Corporate Health Dynamics
Street Therapy
The Power of PLAY!
My name is Oliver Rhodes and I am a Certified CHD Playologist from Corporate Health
Dynamics University (CHDU). I teach people, from all walks of life, how to play God using
the power of God housed within the CHD model.
The CHD model is a representation of the human body and its dynamics and houses the
power that we human beings all use to put “The Game” – CHD Street Therapy – into play
each and every day. In order to tap into that power, we have to play The Game in God’s
name while striving to get others to do the same. In this game of play, only God’s influence
is therapeutic. Street influence leave our spiritual bodies diluted, polluted and convoluted.
I have been playing God for more than 40 years as a PLAY Revolution for advancing the
evolution of human potential in every aspect of our lives. As a result of this Power of PLAY
game plan, I have achieved the following play revelations:
•
•
•
•
•
•

I have re-created a whole new world right here on earth.
I have restored our spiritual selves (that part of us which is God) to wholeness and
one with God.
I have created a heaven on earth.
I have eliminated every disease known to science.
I have isolated the coronavirus.
I have developed a self-sufficient system of economic freedom and social justice for
every human being on the planet.

In order to change the world for the betterment of all human beings, we just need to get
others to follow our lead. Playing CHD Street Therapy in God’s name in every play
performance imaginable is how we honor and give glory to God.
Our world has seen better days as evident by a worldwide collapse of our spiritual selves
out here on the streets. This game plan, which is also a business plan, serves as a source for
fun that leads to a force of one with God, all through The Power of PLAY.
Playfully yours,

Oliver Rhodes, M.S., Certified CHD Playologist
President of Corporate Health Dynamics University
Oliver Rhodes, M.S., Certified Playologist, President of Corporate Health Dynamics University • San Diego, CA
Tel: 619-987-0559 • E-mail: oliver@streetherapy.com • www.streetherapy.com • CHD © 2020
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Game Plan to Restore Our Spiritual Sovereignty for
“We the People” of the World – A Compelling Addendum!
The Preamble to the Constitution of the United States of America “We the People” was
established to protect the freedom and civil rights of all Americans as it should be for
people of all genres worldwide. Due to a questionable virus pandemic and a totalitarian
government rule, mandated restrictions on the world populace have caused catastrophic
hardships, disease and death to tens of millions of human beings.
Political figures worldwide have literally taken up totalitarian and criminal arms against
the very people that they solemnly swore to protect. The civil rights, beliefs and privileges
designed to provide for the “common” good have fallen along the wayside. Businesses of all
sizes have taken a turn for the worst.
Claiming that facial masks and social distancing are “the best strategies for protection”
against a phantom virus, medical professionals from the Center for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) contends that they are baffled as to why people continue to die at
alarming rates, in spite of these extreme tactics. Moreover, the scientific community have
failed to provide viable scientific evidence that such a virus even exists.
These findings can be scientifically proven by over 40-years of scientific we-search
conducted and performed by Corporate Health Dynamics University (CHDU) – a Worldwide
Institution Centered on Playology. CHDU – featuring The Game Plan “CHD Street Therapy” –
is a God inspired, scientific methodology, fully operational with implications for universal
application – an exact science and self-application.
This unprecedented God-inspired scientific methodology was a premonition that came to
me that initiated the ultimate investigation of an incredible dissertation titled, “The
Influence of Spiritual Leadership Dynamics (SLD) on Organizational Performance – a
Values-based Phenomenon.” A Values-based model advances a data-base model.
Since this God-inspired scientific methodology has been successful for restoring the
spiritual health of all people suffering from the ill-effects of many diseases, I forwarded
numerous copies of my research to a large number of scientific institutions.
Sadly, I did not hear from any of these institutions. I soon discovered that the CDC and similar
“disease-oriented” research centers’ methods were in opposition to CHDU’s life-saving and
values-based breakthroughs. CHDU’s we-search design was not in the scientific community’s
best interest. Typically, they put their science and technology first over “We the People.”
This is why I am now reaching out to everyone that I meet our here on the streets to join
me in a PLAY Revolution for advancing the evolution of human potential in every aspect of
our lives. CHDU is committed to the betterment of humanity and less committed to science
and technology. Science and technology are profit-based. CHDU is values-based putting all
of humanity first and one with God, all through The Power of Play.

Oliver Rhodes, M.S., Certified Playologist, President of Corporate Health Dynamics University • San Diego, CA
Tel: 619-987-0559 • E-mail: oliver@streetherapy.com • www.streetherapy.com • CHD © 2020
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